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Abstract
Purpose Early palliative care (EPC) has shown a positive impact on quality of life (QoL), quality of care, and healthcare costs.
We evaluated such effects in patients with advanced gastric cancer.
Methods In this prospective, multicenter study, 186 advanced gastric cancer patients were randomized 1:1 to receive standard
cancer care (SCC) plus on-demand EPC (standard arm) or SCC plus systematic EPC (interventional arm). Primary outcome was
a change in QoL between randomization (T0) and T1 (12 weeks after T0) in the Trial Outcome Index (TOI) scores evaluated
through the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Gastric questionnaire. Secondary outcomes were patient mood, overall
survival, and family satisfaction with healthcare and care aggressiveness.
Results The mean change in TOI scores from T0 to T1 was − 1.30 (standard deviation (SD) 20.01) for standard arm
patients and 1.65 (SD 22.38) for the interventional group, with a difference of 2.95 (95% CI − 4.43 to 10.32) (p =
0.430). The change in mean Gastric Cancer Subscale values for the standard arm was 0.91 (SD 14.14) and 3.19 (SD
15.25) for the interventional group, with a difference of 2.29 (95% CI − 2.80 to 7.38) (p = 0.375). Forty-three percent of
patients in the standard arm received EPC.
Conclusions Our results indicated a slight, albeit not significant, benefit from EPC. Findings on EPC studies may be
underestimated in the event of suboptimally managed issues: type of intervention, shared decision-making process between
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oncologists and PC physicians, risk of standard arm contamination, study duration, timeliness of assessment of primary outcomes, timeliness of cohort inception, and recruitment of patients with a significant symptom burden.
Clinical trial registration ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01996540).
Keywords Early palliative care . Quality of life . Aggressiveness in end of life . Quality of care

Introduction

Materials and methods

The most recent World Health Organization (WHO) definition of palliative care (PC) states that PC Bis applicable
early in the course of illness, in conjunction with other
therapies that are intended to prolong life, such as chemotherapy or radiation therapy^ [1]. PC is divided into end
of life (EoL) PC and early palliative care (EPC), the latter
referring to PC performed alongside rather than at the end
of antineoplastic therapies [2]. EPC is also known as simultaneous PC [3]. Indicators of integration between oncology and PC comprise structure, process, outcome, and
education [4]. An evaluation of prognosis is needed before referring patients for EoL-PC, whereas EPC requires
an assessment of the PC needs of patients [5, 6]. The
typical care setting for EPC is outpatient-based [7–9]. It
has been suggested that the simultaneous presence of a
Bgeneralist EPC level^ and a Bspecialist EPC level^ is
needed [10]. Evaluating the efficacy of EPC is difficult
as there is still no single definition of EPC and of the
patients who are eligible for EPC [11], i.e., the inception
cohort [7]. The ideal duration of the intervention and/or
the ideal time at which to examine the chosen end point
are other issues that need to be addressed [7]. The integration of EPC consisting in the presence of a multidisciplinary specialist PC team is not present in all models
[11]. The EPC intervention is variable in intensity, ranging from sporadic consultation, to systematic consultation,
to full responsibility for care by the specialist PC group.
Furthermore, the weight of PC intervention is also dependent on primary care oncologists accepting to share the
decision-making process with their palliative care colleagues [12]. In such circumstances, there is a risk of
contamination from the standard PC arm (crossover)
and/or compensation, the latter defined as a higher level
of competence in PC needs by the attending oncologists
[13]. Despite this, EPC has been studied and has shown
varying degrees of efficacy in outcomes concerning quality of life (QoL), quality of care, and healthcare costs
[14].
We present the results from our multicenter randomized
clinical trial comparing standard oncologic care plus systematic EPC with standard oncologic care plus on-demand EPC in
patients with metastatic or locally advanced inoperable gastric
cancer. We previously focused on the same theme in patients
with pancreatic cancer [15, 16].

Study design
This was a multicenter, randomized Italian clinical trial of
standard care plus systematic early palliative care (EPC) (interventional arm) vs. standard care plus on-demand EPC
(standard arm) for patients with newly diagnosed locally advanced and/or metastatic gastric cancer. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of each participating centers
and was performed in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Patient selection
Patient eligibility criteria comprised a diagnosis of inoperable
locally advanced and/or metastatic gastric cancer made a maximum of 8 weeks prior to enrollment, suitability for anticancer
treatment, age ≥ 18 years, Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group (ECOG) performance status 0–2, life expectancy
>2 months, and ability to complete questionnaires. All newly
referred patients were considered for enrollment in the study.
Patients were not eligible if they were already undergoing PC,
had received prior chemotherapy for metastatic or advanced
disease, or had already taken part in a clinical trial. All patients
provided written informed consent (ClinicalTrials.gov
NCT01996540).

Randomization
Consecutive eligible patients were randomized to one of the
two study groups with a 1:1 allocation rate. Central randomization via fax was carried out by the Unit of Biostatistics and
Clinical Trials of Istituto Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio
e la Cura dei Tumori (IRST) IRCCS, which also was responsible for data collection and processing. Separate randomization lists were computer-generated using a variable permuted
block balanced procedure for each participating center and
were not made known to the investigators. No masking was
involved in this open-label trial.

Study treatment and procedures
Patients assigned to the interventional arm had an appointment
scheduled with a PC specialist who had a predefined checklist
of issues to be addressed during the consultation [17]. The
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checklist of topics to be discussed during the visit of PC was
the same as that used by Temel [17] and is reported in the
original protocol. Patients met a PC physician within 2 weeks
of enrollment and were seen every 2 to 4 weeks thereafter until
death. In both arms, non protocol-scheduled meetings with a
PC specialist were possible when needed. Moreover, each
researcher had the option of using adjunctive routine tools of
assessment that were not considered in the present study. PC
appointments and interventions were scheduled on the basis of
general PC guidelines [18].
In Italy, there is no specific specialization course in palliative care for physicians but rather a Masters Degree earned
after obtaining a specialization in another area. In our study, it
was not required to have formal PC training. Palliative care
interventions were managed solely by physicians who, for the
most part, had several years’ clinical experience working fulltime in this specific area. Only a small number of physicians
had formal training in palliative care. The full-time PC specialist who regularly saw interventional arm patients could
prescribe drugs and request other interventions pertaining to
physical, psychological, and spiritual needs. However, recommendations made by the PC physician on the decision-making
process were required to be shared with the oncologist.
Patients assigned to the standard arm were not scheduled to
meet a PC physician unless they, their families, or the attending oncologist requested an appointment. These patients did
not crossover to the interventional group when they
underwent PC.
Informed consent was obtained at T0 (date of randomization) and patients were asked to complete QoL and mood
questionnaires. At T1 (12 ± 3 weeks after T0), information
on ECOG performance status, QoL, mood, and family satisfaction with care was recorded. After T1, patients were
followed by the PC physicians as needed. Following the patient’s death (T2), information on the use of healthcare services and EoL care, anticancer therapy, and date and location
of death were retrieved form medical records or proxy reports.

Measures
Health-related QoL and physical symptoms were measured
using the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Gastric
(FACT-Ga) scale [19] which assesses generic QoL concerns
(physical, social, emotional, and functional well-being) and
disease-specific issues (Gastric Cancer Subscale (GaCS)).
FACT-Ga scores ranged from 0 to 184 and GaCS scores
ranged from 0 to 76 (the higher the score, the better the
QoL). The Trial Outcome Index (TOI), which combines the
scores of physical, functional, and disease-specific subscales,
was used to obtain an index of physical/functional outcomes.
Scores ranged from 0 to 132. Mood was assessed using the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), a 14-item
instrument composed of 2 subscales that screens for

symptoms of anxiety and depression (scores ranged from 0
to 21, a higher score indicating greater anxiety or depression
and a score > 7 indicating borderline or clinical anxiety or
depression) [20].
Family satisfaction with care was evaluated by the Italian
version of the Family Satisfaction with the End-of-Life Care
(FAMCARE) questionnaire. The FAMCARE is a 20-item
scale that includes 4 subscales: information giving, physical
patient care, psychosocial care, and availability of care. Scores
ranged from 20 to 100 (the lower the score, the higher the
family satisfaction) [21]. A caregiver was considered as Bthe
individual identified by the patient as the person most involved in the care of the patient^ [22]. Licenses to use the
Italian versions of the FACT-Ga and HADS questionnaires
were obtained. All questionnaires were administered by study
staff.

Statistical analysis
The primary objective of the study was to compare the impact
of systematic EPC with on-demand EPC during standard cancer care on QoL and clinical symptoms. Evaluation of the TOI
score was the primary endpoint. Secondary objectives
assessed were relief of symptom burden, mood, family satisfaction with care, use of healthcare services, location of death,
and overall survival (OS). The study was designed to enroll
240 patients with advanced gastric or pancreatic cancer who
were candidates for antitumor treatment. This paper presents
the clinical findings relating to the gastric cancer population;
the results for the pancreatic cancer group having been described elsewhere [15, 16]. We estimated that the recruitment
of 120 evaluable gastric cancer patients would give the study
80% power to detect a significant between-group difference in
the change in the TOI score between T0 and T1, with an effect
size of 0.5 of the standard deviation (SD). Estimating that
patients would have an expected survival of 80% at T1 and
assuming an overall dropout rate of 20%, we randomized 186
patients to achieve the target sample size for the T1 analysis.
We computed effect sizes such as Cohen’s d statistic, and
an effect size of at least 0.3 was considered clinically relevant.
Continuous variables were summarized by descriptive statistics (mean, SD, median, minimum and maximum), and categorical variables were summarized using counts of patients
and percentages. Differences in clinical outcomes between
study groups were assessed with the chi-square test for categorical variables and the Student’s t test or nonparametric
ranking statistic (median test) for continuous variables.
Logistic regression analyses were performed, adjusting for
baseline characteristics (age, gender, marital status, and performance status) to examine the impact of EPC on the use of
chemotherapy and on healthcare measures. OS was defined as
the time from the date of randomization to the date of death
due to any cause. Patients who were still alive at the time of
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analysis (October 2017) were censored at their last date of
follow-up. OS was estimated with the Kaplan-Meier product-limit method and corresponding 95% confidence intervals
(CI) were calculated using the Greenwood method. The statistical analysis of the primary outcome (the change in the TOI
score between T0 and T1) was performed using the multiple
imputation method to handle missing data and achieve valid
statistical inference [23]. All analyses were performed on an
intention-to-treat population meeting eligibility criteria, adjusted for baseline values. All tests were two-sided at a significance level of 0.05. No interim analysis was planned and no
multiplicity test correction was performed. All statistical analyses were performed using the SAS Statistical Software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
In this study, 186 outpatients with metastatic or locally advanced not operable gastric cancer were randomized from
21 Italian centers between August 2012 and July 2016. One

hundred and seventy-nine (96.2%) patients were eligible and
evaluable at T0 (89 in the standard arm, 90 in the interventional arm). Six standard arm patients were excluded from the
analysis because chemotherapy was not subsequently administered, and one patient in the interventional arm was not eligible because of prior chemotherapy (Fig. 1). Baseline characteristics of patients enrolled in both arms were superimposable (Table 1). The mean number (SD) of palliative care visits
during the study period was 0.53 (1.14) for the standard arm
and 4.28 (1.87) for the interventional arm, with a significantly
higher number for the latter (p < 0.0001).
Of the179 patients evaluable at T0, 48 (26.8%) did not
complete the QoL and mood questionnaires at T1 because
they were too ill or had died. The mean change in TOI scores
from baseline to week 12 was − 1.30 (SD 20.01) for standard
arm patients, and 1.65 (SD 22.38) for the interventional arm,
with a difference between groups of 2.95 (95% CI − 4.43 to
10.32) in favor of the latter (p = 0.430) (Table 2). With respect
to the GaCS score, the change in mean values was 0.91 (SD
14.14) for the standard arm and 3.19 (SD 15.25) for the interventional arm, with a difference between the two groups of

Fig. 1 Consort diagram of the study: patient recruitment, treatment, and analysis
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2.29 (95% CI − 2.80 to 7.38) (p = 0.375). Mean values of
FACT-G, FACT-Ga, GaCS, and TOI at T1 were slightly
higher for interventional arm patients, with p values adjusted
for baseline QoL scores ranging from 0.167 to 0.585
(Table 3). In a responder’s analysis we performed based on
clinically important changes in the TOI primary outcome, the
percentage of responders was 39.4% in the intervention group
and 34.8% in the standard group (p = 0.590).
There were no differences between arms in the data regarding mood, HADS anxiety and depression subscales, and family satisfaction with care (data not shown).
When the results of the study were evaluated (October
2017), 149 (83.2%) of the 179 evaluable patients had already
died. Median OS was 9.9 months (95% CI 8.4–11.5) in the
standard arm and 10.2 (95% CI 7.8–12.3) in the interventional
arm, with a 12-month OS probability of 37.9% (95% CI 27.7–
48.1) for the former and 41.3% (95%CI 31.0–51.7) for the
latter (p = 0.657). A moderately high percentage of patients
(43%) in the standard arm received early palliative care, with
a median OS of 10.0 months (95% CI 7.4–11.8) and a median
interval of 4.0 months from the first palliative care referral to
death (95% CI 1.9–6.8). Standard arm patients who did not
undergo palliative care showed a median OS of 9.5 months
(95% CI 7.0–12.3).
We also evaluated some indicators of aggressiveness of
care near the end of life. No significant differences were observed for the following items: chemotherapy in the last days
of life, number and timeliness of hospice care activations, and
place of death (Table 4).

Discussion
Data on the efficacy and efficiency of EPC have become progressively more robust over time. However, conducting studies in this palliative care setting is not easy and some negative
studies have been published. Temel et al. reported improved
QoL (primary outcome) and mood and survival after 12 weeks
of EPC in 151 patients with lung cancer [17]. Interestingly, a
more recent study by the same group did not obtain significant
positive data on QoL after 12 weeks (primary outcome) in a
mixed group of 350 patients with lung or gastrointestinal cancer, but rather after 24 weeks (secondary endpoint) [24].
Considered separately, significant results were obtained after
both 24 and 12 weeks for the lung cancer subgroup, while
gastrointestinal cancer patients did not show positive data at
either of the evaluations because of higher Bspontaneous^
good results of the conventional group. The authors concluded
that the effect of EPC was probably dependent on the specific
needs of each patient population. The Zimmermann cluster
randomized trial studied EPC in 461 patients with miscellaneous cancer [25]. After 3 months, the primary endpoint
showed a nonsignificant trend in favor of the interventional

group, with some substantially changed secondary outcome
scores. After 4 months, almost all of the scores had significantly changed, including the Functional Assessment of
Chronic Illness Therapy-Spiritual Well-Being (FACIT-Sp).
The authors concluded that, even though the differences in
the primary endpoint were not significant, overall findings
supported the use of EPC for advanced cancer patients. In
two studies by Bakitas et al., the EPC intervention consisted
in a nurse-guided patient education process. In the 2009 study,
a positive effect on QoL and depression was reported after
1 year [26]. In the 2015 work, EPC led to an advantage in 1year survival but no significant advantages in primary patientreported outcomes [27]. Another cluster randomized trial conducted by McCorkle et al. did not observe an effect of EPC on
patient-reported outcomes [28]. In a recent Danish randomized clinical trial (RCT) [13], patients were randomized to
receive early specialist palliative care vs. standard care EPC
did not have an impact on the primary outcome of change in
primary needs or in QoL items and survival. Undertreatment
in the intervention group and crossover/compensation in the
control group were hypothesized as potential reasons for these
results. The most recent reviews on EPC trials conclude that
the quality of studies needs to be improved and that not all
outcomes examined to date have been significantly impacted
[7, 29].
Three meta-analyses were recently published on EPC, each
reporting contrasting results [30–32]. In their review on 43
RCTs with 12,731 patients (including non-oncological),
Kavalieratos et al. observed that EPC was associated with
improvements in QoL and symptom burden after 1–3 months.
No significant advantages were seen for caregivers and there
was no evidence of a correlation with longer survival. The
results from five studies with a low risk of bias, albeit less
consistent, remained significant for QoL but only showed a
trend for symptom burden. Palliative care was consistently
associated with improvements in advanced care planning, patient and caregiver satisfaction, and lower use of healthcare
resources. Evidence of a correlation with other outcomes was
mixed.
In 2017, a Cochrane collaboration performed a metaanalysis of EPC studies on cancer patients [31]. Eligibility
criteria were fairly strict, the authors retaining only 2 studies
with a total of 1614 participants. The review also focused on
15 systematic and qualitative reviews. Primary endpoints of
the meta-analysis were health-related QoL, symptom intensity, depression, and survival. EPC significantly improved QoL
and symptom burden with respect to standard care. The authors concluded that, although they found only small effect
sizes that were clinically relevant in patients with advanced
disease and a limited prognosis, the analysis did not reveal a
significant effect of EPC on survival or depression.
Another recent meta-analysis assessed the impact of EPC
on quality of life in 12 papers with 2454 patients (72% of
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Table 1

Baseline characteristics of study participants (N = 179)
Standard arm (N = 89)
N (%)

Median age, years (range)

69 (34–89)

Gender
Male

Interventional arm (N = 90)
N (%)
70 (36–84)

62 (69.7)

60 (66.7)

Female

27 (30.3)

30 (33.3)

Marital status
Married

60 (77.9)

63 (82.9)

Single

5 (6.5)

5 (6.5)

Divorced or separated
Widowed

3 (3.9)
9 (11.7)

4 (5.3)
4 (5.3)

12

14

Unknown/missing
ECOG performance status
0

39 (43.8)

47 (52.2)

1
2

46 (51.7)
4 (4.5)

37 (41.1)
6 (6.7)

55 (64.7)
11 (12.9)

54 (63.5)
18 (21.2)

19 (22.4)
4

13 (15.3)
5

62 (72.9)

58 (68.2)

14 (16.5)
9 (10.6)

17 (20.0)
10 (11.8)

Assessment of mood symptomsa
HADS Anxiety subscale
Normal (≤ 7)
Borderline abnormal (8–10)
Abnormal (≥ 11)
Missing
HADS Depression subscale
Normal (≤ 7)
Borderline abnormal (8–10)
Abnormal (≥ 11)
Missing
HADS Anxiety subscale
Normal (≤7)

4

Abnormal (>7)
HADS Depression subscale
Normal (≤ 7)
Abnormal (> 7)
Scores on quality-of-life measures
FACT-G scoreb
FACT-Ga scorec
GaCS scored
TOI scoree

5

55 (64.7)

54 (63.5)

30 (35.3)

31 (36.5)

62 (72.9)
23 (27.1)
Means (SD)
69.24 (14.56)
121.19 (24.28)
55.19 (12.78)
85.87 (20.36)

58 (68.2)
27 (31.8)
Means (SD)
70.42 (16.08)
121.98 (28.20)
56.31 (12.58)
86.29 (22.93)

p valuef
0.504

0.668

0.276

0.486

0.628

0.575

0.873

0.502
p valueg
0.618
0.846
0.612
0.900

ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, SD standard deviation
a

The HADS (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale consists of two subscales (one for symptoms of anxiety and one for symptoms of depression.
Subscale scores range from 0 to 21 (0 = no distress, 21 = maximum distress); a score ≥ 7 indicates clinically meaningful anxiety or depression

b

FACT-G (Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy–General) scores range from 0 to 108 (higher scores indicates fewer symptoms: the higher the
score, the better the quality of life)

c

FACT-Ga (Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy–Gastric) scores range from 0 to 184

d

GaCS (Gastric Cancer Subscale) scores range from 0 to 76

e

TOI (Trial Outcome Index) scores range from 0 to 132

f

Chi-squared test or Fisher’s exact test

g

Student’s t test for independent samples
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Table 2

Mean change in quality of life scores from T0 to T1
Mean change from T0 to T1
Standard arm (mean, SD, SE)

Interventional arm (mean, SD, SE)

Difference between interventional
and standard arm (95% CI)

p value

FACT-G score

− 2.55 (11.24; 1.39)

− 1.64 (13.76; 1.70)

0.92 (− 3.43–5.27)

0.677

FACT-Ga score

− 1.39 (22.23; 2.77)

1.77 (25.24; 3.11)

3.16 (− 5.10–11.43)

0.450

GaCS score
TOI score

0.91 (14.14; 1.77)
− 1.30 (20.01; 2.50)

3.19 (15.25; 1.86)
1.65 (22.38; 2.76)

2.29 (− 2.80–7.38)
2.95 (− 4.43–10.32)

0.375
0.430

T0 date of randomization, T1 12 ± 3 weeks after T0, SD standard deviation, SE standard error, CI confidence interval, FACT-G Functional Assessment of
Cancer Therapy–General, FACT-Ga Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy–Gastric, GaCS Gastric Cancer Subscale, TOI Trial Outcome Index

whom had cancer). Overall, a modest effect was seen in favor
of specialist palliative care (standardized mean difference 0.16,
95% CI 0.01 to 0.31) [32]. In 2017, Ferrel et al. published
guidelines on EPC in an American Society of Clinical
Oncology Clinical Practice Guideline Update [9]. The same
authors had previously published a systematic review of new
studies, meta-analyses, and secondary analyses of RCTs that
formed the basis for the Provisional Clinical ASCO Opinion of
2012 [33]. The paper comprised six recommendations, each
focusing on a clinical issue. The Bglobal direction^ of the recommendations was in favor of the early integration of PC into
the oncological mainstream. The paper recommended that dedicated outpatient and inpatient EPC services, preferably managed by multidisciplinary teams, be part of the overall cancer
healthcare approach. Although an ideal Binception cohort^ has
still not been universally identified, at least two methods for
identifying such a group have been proposed in the literature.
The first is a multiparametric score with a cut-off, beyond
which a patient is referred for EPC [34]. The second consists
in the identification of a number of major and minor indicators,
the presence of even just one of the former indicating the need
for EPC [35]. Although 13 major indicators of integration between PC and medical oncology have been identified [4], there
is still no universal agreement about what Bearly^ means [36].
Automatic referral vs. clinical referral vs. automatic-clinical
referral has also been proposed [37].

Table 3

We recently published the results from an Italian trial comparing systematic (experimental) and on-demand (standard)
EPC in 207 pancreatic cancer patients [15, 16]. Findings were
substantially in favor of the experimental arm, including the
primary aim of the study, QoL, which was found to be improved after 12 weeks. Our data on gastric cancer EPC are less
impressive than those on pancreatic cancer.
The study has several limitations that could account for the
nonsignificant results. First, a single PC physician rather than
a full PC team was responsible for the experimental palliative
care intervention. Thus, our palliative care intervention could
be defined as rather weak. Secondly, palliative care consultations were standardized, as proposed by Temel et al. [17], but
we did not check to make sure that the consultations had been
conducted as per Temel’s guidelines. Thirdly, any proposals
put forward by the palliative care physician had to be
discussed with and agreed upon by the primary care oncologist. The gastric cancer study also had a number of other
specific weaknesses. In the interventional arm, three of the
four QoL scores, including the principal index (TOI), were
oriented in a positive sense, while in the control arm, three
of the four scores (including TOI) were oriented in a negative
sense. However, the difference was not statistically significant. Another potential limitation is that some of the centers
taking part were small community hospitals unaccustomed to
conducting out clinical research into palliative care. In

Quality of life outcomes at T1 (12 ± 3 weeks)
Standard arm (N = 65)

Interventional arm (N = 66)

Difference between interventional
and standard arm (95% CI)

Mean values (SD)
FACT-G score
FACT-Ga score
GaCS score
TOI score

67.83 (13.74)
123.02 (24.72)
55.19 (12.79)
88.12 (20.51)

71.24 (14.25)
127.65 (24.51)
56.41 (12.65)
91.03 (21.14)

3.41 (− 1.45 to 8.27)
4.64–3.91 to 13.18)
1.22 (− 3.19 to 5.64)
2.91 (− 4.33 to 10.14)

p valuea

Effect size

0.167
0.285
0.585
0.428

0.24
0.19
0.10
0.14

CI confidence interval, SD standard deviation, FACT-G Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy–General, FACT-Ga Functional Assessment of Cancer
Therapy–Gastric, GaCS Gastric Cancer Subscale, TOI Trial Outcome Index
a

Adjusted for baseline scores
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Table 4

Use of healthcare services
Standard arm (N = 77) N (%)

Interventional arm (N = 71) N (%)

p valuea

Chemotherapy administration
Any chemotherapy ≤ 14 days before death
Any chemotherapy ≤ 30 days before death
Hospitalization
Any admission ≤ 30 days before death

6 (7.8)
9 (11.8)

5 (7.0)
11 (15.9)

0.906
0.166

37 (49.3)

37 (53.6)

0.537

23 (32.4)

16 (23.9)

0.584

50 (66.7)
25 (33.3)

47 (70.1)
20 (29.9)

0.577

50 (64.9)
7 (9.1)
20 (26.0)

46 (64.8)
11 (15.5)
14 (19.7)

Emergency Department (ED) visits
Any ED visit ≤ 30 days before death
Place of death
Home or hospice
Hospital or nursing home
Hospice services
No admission to hospice
Admission to hospice ≤ 7 days before death
Admission to hospice 7 days before death

Median value (range)
Admission to hospice before death
Number of total admissions
1 (0–2)
Days in hospice
15 (1–66)
Admission to palliative care program (home palliative care
Days on palliative care program
a

23 (2–289)

0.799

Median value (range)
1 (0–3)
8 (1–42)

0.517
0.058

30 (1–190)

0.838

Adjusted for age, gender, marital status, and performance status

addition, patient awareness about prognosis is somewhat limited and unreasonable confidence in the effects of chemotherapy is often high in EoL situations, making this phase of the
disease more difficult to manage. Finally, our study was randomized but not blinded.
A number of hypotheses can be put forward to explain our
negative results. For example, evaluating the intervention after
12 weeks may be too early for gastric cancer. In fact, Temel
[24] and Zimmermann [25] reported more evident effects after
24 weeks. Moreover, Temel observed that results differed
from cancer to cancer, with a higher benefit seen for lung
cancer with respect to gastrointestinal tumors [24].
PC referral guided by histology, level of disease progression, or intensity of PC needs would seem to be more appropriate than referral based on prognosis or functional status
[36, 37]. Moreover, QoL scores at T0 in the gastric cancer
group were better than those of pancreatic cancer patients in
both interventional and control arms. Overall, our data suggest that gastric cancer was less symptomatic than pancreatic
cancer in the respective studies when accrual began. The
mean change in TOI from T0 to T1 in the conventional arm
was − 1.30 for gastric patients and − 4.47 for pancreatic patients, while that of disease-specific issues was + 0.91 for
gastric cancer and − 2.23 for pancreatic cancer, indicating a
less dramatic change in the conventional arm of the gastric
study. Moreover, median OS was 8.3 months in the pancreatic cancer population compared to 9.9 months in the gastric

cancer cohort and a moderately high percentage of patients
(43%) in the standard arm received early palliative care.
Looking at our data on basic QoL, symptom burden, and
OS, we can conclude that gastric patients showed a different
statistical trend to that of the pancreatic population, were less
advanced in terms of life expectancy, and had a lower symptom burden and a less impacted QoL. Thus, evaluation after
12 weeks may have been too early as the effect of EPC on the
worst clinical situations was Bdiluted^ due to the fact that
patients were still not heavily symptomatic. Finally, as both
studies were activated at the same time but gastric cancer
patient accrual was slower, we can hypothesize that the oncologists in the conventional arm had the opportunity of going through a sort of Bhands-on education^ that enabled them
to manage the last patients recruited in the gastric study in a
Bmore palliative way^.
In conclusion, there is increasing evidence of the efficacy
of EPC. Although some studies have published negative results, nonsignificant data often show a trend in favor of the
experimental EPC arm. Overall, our findings indicate that the
following items require special attention when conducting research into EPC: type of EPC intervention (monoprofessional
vs. multiprofessional), risk of contamination and/or crossover
with the conventional arm, study duration, timing of evaluation, timeliness of cohort inception (this will probably differ
for different cancer types), level of symptom burden, and reduced QoL of recruited patients.
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